CAVEAT LECTOR\textsuperscript{1}—remember the 1988 international hit single of the British pop act M/A/R/R/S called “Pumping Up the Volume”? It was “made up largely of pieces of about thirty other records.”\textsuperscript{2} So too, what you are about to read on the topic of sampling is “conspicuously self-enacted,”\textsuperscript{3} as I turn
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Heidegger. And I say “attributing” to Heidegger because I don’t quite see violence and Heidegger in the same way. Heidegger talks much more about an implosion than an explosion. Therefore, to me, the notion of violence does not depict with what Heidegger is concerned.

About the ordinary, you said something like “it’s an institutional over-determination of meaning.” The ordinary is also communication. The ordinary is the basic versus the complex, or the mediated. In being the basic, the fundamental, it is also the fragmentary, which is an important dimension in Cavell. It is what gets communicated—but in a fragmentary way, in an ineffable way—and still has meaning and still stays and still resists.

So these two dimensions intersect each other—the two dimensions, the residual dimensions of resistance, but residual, not radically dispersed, not radically disso-

up my personal “oversampling digital filter,” which “increases the sampling rate” and “raises the sampling noise so far above the audio spectrum that it is virtually impossible for it to interfere with your listening”\(^4\)—or reading.

We have been indirectly challenged to “move and sustain meaning at the same time”\(^5\) in a postmodern “field of copies” where “the original is hard to find in amongst its impostures.” But the “field of copies” is both a “killing field” and a “field of dreams”; it is the space of the postmodern, of “supplementarity,”\(^6\) of “reduplication,”\(^7\) of “intertextuality,”\(^8\) when it is only as “part of prior discourses that any text derives meaning and significance.”\(^9\) It is also the space—or sound—of sampling. The sampler, “the digital sampling music computer,” is “potentially the most postmodern musical instrument yet invented,”\(^10\) for it can “digitally encode any sounds, store them, and enable the manipulation and reproduction of those sounds within almost infinite parameters,”\(^11\) thus eroding “the divisions not just between originals and copies, but between human and machine-performed music” and putting “authenticity and creativity in crisis.”\(^12\) Sampling is an important part of our “appropriation culture”: “From the techno funk street rhythms generated by the master-DJs of scratching, mixing, and matching, to the neurochemical sublime of body/
machine interfaces, the new appropriation culture everywhere feeds off the 'leaky' hegemony of information technology—a technology that must always seek out ways of simulating prestige for its owners because its component architecture does not recognize the concept of unique ownership of 'electronic property.'”

Property, ownership, and authenticity are not postmodern words; appropriation, sampling, and parody are. “Mobility and permeability” define the aesthetic of the “postmodern self” as “fractal subject.”

“As Benjamin’s ‘age of [mechanical] reproduction’ is replaced by our ‘age of electronic reproduction,’ the trends that he discerned are further extended. Reproduction, pastiche, and quotation, instead of being forms of textual parasitism, become constitutive of textuality.”

Enter the Tape-Beatles, the “focus where the avant-garde and popular culture meet”—a “dedicated group of world renowned cultural embezzlers.” These are the apostles of “retrofuturism”—“making use of all the grand and brilliant innovations that great artists the world over have come up with in over a century of magnificent work.”

Recording on the PLAGIARISM label (their “registered trademark...After all, it's our idea”), the Tape-Beatles “compose others’ output with cost-effective wit, desperately edged” and “tackle thorny issues like parody, the private joke, and ‘irony’—archiving others’ music for their own research.” Their recordings provide a fine “guide to current copyright controversy,”
including “examples of unregistered, transcontextualized, and copyright protected works” that set up an aural space “where ideas and their consequences are not ownable.”

But sampling and appropriation do violate copyright laws, which “affirm and value such abstractions as originality, creativity, and authorship” and are concerned with the “market implications for the original art and artist.” It is in precisely this context that “appropriation’s effectiveness, as a form of criticism, lies in the fact that appropriation is a political, as well as artistic, act.” Hence the politics of Brian Boigon’s Speed Reading Tokyo, with its superimposition of “all the information schemes you have ever seen” to create “an architecture of infotainment,” or his Alphabetical Machine Implant with its “core sample of cultural notations.” Hence the politics of the Guerrilla Girls’ appropriation of the semiosis of posters in their role as “Conscience of the Art World.” Hence postmodern appropriation artist Barbara Kruger’s willingness to waive “copyright costs” for an academic’s—my—reproduction of her work, saying “I have a very problematic relationship with the notion of copyright anyway.”

But tell that to the New York district court that found copyright infringement in Jeff Koon’s parodic appropriative sculpture of photographer Art Rogers’s picture of two friends and
their new litter of eight puppies that appeared in his 1988 "Banality Show." Are parodic appropriation and "recontextualizing" as a mode of critical commentary not covered under section 107 of the American copyright laws as constituting "the fair use of a copyrighted work...for purposes such as criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching...scholarship or research"? Harvard Law Review Notes says "no," but argues that there should be a "Parody Defense to Copyright Infringement." 

Parody is legally threatening because it "makes obedience and transgression equivalent, and that is the most serious crime since it cancels out the difference upon which the law is based." Parody joins appropriation and sampling to force "a reassessment of the process of textual production" in a context where capitalism dovetails with a Romantic aesthetic of singularity, originality, and authenticity. Yet, surely, "visual, literary, and musical artists alike constantly refer [and have referred] to the work of others in their creations....This sharing and borrowing of ideas and styles of expression is an important element of the creative process in [any]...interactive and dynamic society." But we still persist in calling this a postmodern "Age of Plunder." Is it only "popular culture...[that] appears to be driven solely by the 'it sure sounds familiar' agenda"? "We always live in a market...and therefore always find it economical to pay others to locate and sample" some of the vast "array of possible goods available to us in our 'supermarket' of late capitalist culture." We call these samplings "reviews," sometimes we
call them "theory." Sam Weber's article "Reading and Writing—Chez Derrida"\(^\text{38}\) is about Jacques Derrida's La Carte Postale and its "motifs of repetition, iteration and reversible circulation"\(^\text{39}\) but Weber's deconstructive text "itself, at many points, both incorporates and paraphrases Derrida's text,"\(^\text{40}\) thus enacting the "transformative...disruptive power"\(^\text{41}\) of repetition—or sampling.

Commentators have now isolated "three strands of digital sampling in pop production,"\(^\text{42}\) and I want to suggest that these three have their analogs in our contemporary intellectual arena, too. First, "hidden" sampling—"steal[ing] a sound," "motivated largely by economics"\(^\text{43}\)—is what we call "plagiarism" without the "registered trademark" of the Tape-Beatles.\(^\text{44}\) The "more explicit" samplings that "celebrate playfulness" and "deconstruct the original text"\(^\text{45}\) but remain a "radicalism [that] takes place in...the mainstream"\(^\text{46}\) is what we call "deconstruction." Then there are those "who have made an aesthetic out of sampling...a politics out of stealing."\(^\text{47}\) These include the Foucaultians with their "promoting...of anonymous discourse"\(^\text{48}\); but they also include traditional scholars, for, are not scholarly footnotes but the traces of academic sampling? The scholar, I submit, has been a sampling, Lévi-Straussian "bricoleur"\(^\text{49}\) whose creations "always really
consist of a new arrangement of elements," of messages "which have... been transmitted in advance." The intention of "intellectual 'bricolage'"—a.k.a. scholarship—has always been "the contingent result of all the occasions there have been to renew or enrich" the "heterogeneous repertoire" of culture. Not unlike the Tape-Beatles, scholars have always been in the "business...[of] the recycling of registered icons that are adding to our already unmanageable stockpiles of cultural waste."

"But moments of change and reinvestment of cultural energy, especially those ushered in by new cultural technologies, are never just moments of replication, reproduction, and further domination. They are also moments of reformation, when opportunities exist to contest, reconstruct, and redefine existing terms and relations of power as part of the task of modernizing cultural resistance."

In this spirit of "modernizing cultural resistance," then—and only minimally with tongue in cheek—I would like to offer this article you are reading, this bricolage of samples, as the "ecologically correct" form of knowledge for the 1990s, as a discursive form that recycles existing texts in order to confront and resist a postmodern world of information overload in dire need of waste management. Maybe Walter Benjamin foresaw this postmodern moment too—a moment when the "creative," and, I would add, the critical, would become "the merest variant, with contradiction for its father and imitation for its mother."
Leonard Cohen writes these words of warning to his readers on the tiles beside the bath in which he sits in the National Film Board film *Ladies and Gentlemen... Mr. Leonard Cohen*.
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